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President & Treasurer Steve Sobieralski
2906 Bay Villa Ave. Tampa, FL 33611
Secty/Newsletter Editor Irwin Schuster
8503 Portage Ave. Tampa, FL 33647-1707
813 866-1442 irwin.schuster@verizon.net
Webmaster Phillip Schuster. Contact Sec/Ed
Meetings
are held at 7:00 p.m. on the fourth Tuesday
of each month except December (none).
Location
is the lower level of Trinity Lutheran Church,
411-5th St. N., St. Petersburg. From I-275,
Exit at I-375 East to second exit (4th Ave. N.).
Proceed to traffic light at 5th St. N., turning
left. Church is on right. Parking is to the left
of the church.

Membership
There is no charge to attend meetings, and
all interested parties are invited. Annual
dues are $12. payable in January.
Presentations

Final me

The regular October meeting was presided
over by Skipper/Treasure Sobieralski who
reported that our substantial treasury was
probably overstated due to rent not having
been paid for several years. This will be reconciled.
Business discussed had to do with recent
contributions-distributions for both Art
Ortner and Dr. Mark Hannibal of Trinity.
A large quantity of wood stocks, tools, books,
kits and plans were displayed for taking by
attending members. The remainders will likely go to a ship model club forming in New
Bern, NC, associated with the NCMM. Sec/Ed
has written thank-you’s to the families.
Due to an inquiry to finish a 1732 ship, Sec/
Ed found out that the man building it, John
Evanhouse, one of my string of restorers,
had passed.

Objectives
This Society is an organization of model
builders, historians and artists who encourage the construction of nautical models, creation of marine art, and research in maritime
history, at every level of expertise, through
the exchange of ideas and presentations.

Members and guests are encouraged to
bring in projects current and past, plans,
modeling problems or maritime-related
items of interest for discussion, or inclusion
he
in the Ship’s Log.
eting of t
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year!

Next Meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 26, 7:00 p.m.

The passing of Byron Rosenbaum, in
Miami: “I am replying on behalf of my father,
Byron, to let you know some sad news. Byron
passed on recently after some long-term
health issues. He would want me to inform
you about his passing, having mentioned
his enjoyment in participating in your club’s
activities. Sorry to share this news but he
lived a happy and long life.
– Best Regards, Michael Rosenbaum”
Byron, about 90, was an architect of
remarkable natural talent and success... without a degree, but own office, big-time clientele. In addition to that, he was a sailor and
sailboat owner of considerable experience,
who lived on the waterfront in CT, in a home
he designed, and of which, he recently built a
model. His son Michael is a naval architect
(in CA), melding Byron’s interests.

More of Byron’s work on a later page. These photos sent by Byron.
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Show & Tell
Jerry Hughes showed his 18th Century Armed
Longboat, Model Shipways kit by Model Expo, Scale
½” = 1’. Overall length is 26”. Jerry is just getting
started and presented the construction status.
The manufacturer says: “For beginners and
experts alike. A true plank-frame armed captain’s
longboat in 1:24 scale measuring approximately
24” from bowsprit to tip of boom.
• Every wood detail in the original longboat has
been captured in 9 sheets of laser-cut basswood
(no plywood) and over 60 basswood strips and
dowels. Thirty-six cast Britannia metal (lead-free
pewter) detail parts capture every iron fitting as
well as the cannon and swivel guns. Brass split
rings, rods, eyebolts, nails, parrels and belaying
pins are machined and polished. Thirty-four yards
and five diameters of jewelry, no-stretch and easy
to knot nylon rigging replicate the original.
• Twenty-two walnut blocks and deadeyes compliment the rigging lines. All the decorations you see
along the bulwarks and transom of the longboat
are neither decals nor painted; they are photo-etched brass, and are included.
• The 3 sheets of 34 x 44” plans are true to model
size. The 48-page instruction booklet with over
130 color photos leave nothing to the imagination. It is the most comprehensive, step-by-step
instruction manual ever created for a wood ship
model.
• If you have never built a wood ship model before
we urge you to start with the 18th Century Armed
Longboat. This kit will give you all the skills you
will need to move on to larger more complex ship
models.
• Note... there is a paint set available to duplicate
the paints and stains used in the prototype armed
length (launch? longboat?) in the photos you see
here. It is MS1460MS. The set contains 10 bottles
of paints and stains.”

Finished product, from the www.
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I., / Irwin Schuster / Sec/Ed presented an example of a nautical-ish
automata, that being a swimming figure of a grandson. Automata are
toy-like articulated mechanisms. Cuckoo clocks and such devices are good
examples. Jacob is a big kid attending U of FL and swims for-on-with-in a
club team, not Varsity. He is in Marketing and finishing in 3 years. He and
his brother, at GaTech, are Eagle Scouts, on scholarships, so good kids.
The device is plywood with legs, arms and head-torso all doubled, so
shaped in two layers stuck together with school glue stick. The sets are
spaced with a ¼” plywood spacer to allow a pulley, driven by a rubber band.
A wooden crankshaft that also mounts the drive pulley, drives the legs.
The pulleys are dowel sections, drilled and faced with card stock flanges.
Sewing machine bobbins would have worked now that I think about it.

2

The face and trunks are desktop printed and applied with Mod-Podge, a water-based,
“decoupage medium” (goop); white, dries clear. Far side of base attached with screws and
bottom left open to allow assembly ease and repairs. R&D.
Basically a fun
whimsy to stall off
the unpleasant task
of “rigging” the Vesper
sailing canoe.
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Guy Hancock spoke on the well smack,
Emma C. Berry: “I have installed 10 frames
using Elmer’s glue. This has been a good choice
because soaking in water allowed me to fix
floors installed on the wrong side of some
frames. It makes progress a little slow
because I have to let the glue dry

before adding another frame. There is little
holding some frames to the keel so some battens have been glued temporarily to help stabilize things until the clamps* can be installed.
I tried the pins suggested in the directions but
they got in the way and also split one frame so
I decided glue was better.”

Only me or is this dinosaurean?

*These clamps being the internal, longitudinal stringers, not squeezing devices.
On this kind of work, Roman Barzana says: (Watch) “a video of
a digital reconstruction of La Belle found in the Gulf off Texas. The
drawings were done by Gerard Delacroix who worked with Jean
Boudriot. Very interesting and explanatory.“
https://youtu.be/6JUS9zbd00o
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Chuck LaFave reports on Reale de France - 17th
Century French Royal Galley: The following is a
bit confusing, probably due to weak translation.
“The name ‘Reale’ indicates that the Galley belonged
to the King of France; also from 1526 the admiralty vessel of the Captain of the French Galleys was
called ‘Reale’. This model is based upon a typical galley from the end of the 18th century, sumptuously
decorated by the famous sculptor Pierre Puget; the
stern ornamentations, still conserved today, are displayed in the Musee de la Marine, Paris.
This model is a reproduction of a vessel with
a total length of 63m, 9.7m wide at the over-deck
carrying 59 thwarts and 59 oars, each maneuvered
by 7 men; there were therefore 413 oarsmen alone:
a small part of them were slaves but the majority
criminals condemned to life imprisonment. The
Reale’s sole tactic in battle was the frontal attack or
ramming.
To be used as a sailing vessel, the Reale was
equipped with two lateen sails; before entering into
battle, the sails were always furled and the lateen
yard chained to the masts to prevent them striking the oarsman due to enemy gunfire. As it was
very low on the waterline, the covering was often
flooded, and sailing under strong wind, the entire
part affected, thwarts and rowers includes, was
immersed.
In the 18th century, the sole possibility for a
galley to enter into battle against a heavily armed
ship was to take advantage of the smooth sea and
choose its combat position, directing the bow on
the enemy; due however to poor armament, it took
a large number of galleys to defeat three medium-armed masts.
To bear this out, we recall that in 1651 the frigate Lion Couronne, with only 26 cannons withstood the attack of eleven galleys, while in 1684, the vessel Le Bon alone was victorious against
35 galleys. The battle of Mattapan in 1717 was the last one in which galleys took an active part.”
“The kit was a lot of fun to build and a lot of painting. There was a small section in the directions
in English, but it is mostly step-by-step pictures. A book is available, but in French: gerard.delacroix.pagesperso-orange.fr/sommaire.htm
To see the galley in action: https://youtu.be/YYxrbtuyNG0
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Charlie Gravallese on: “THE CASE OF THE DISPLAY CASE”
“Nearing the end of ELSIE project, I reached the point where I
had to finalize the display case subject. The first line of thought
was that I would purchase a fully made display case from a commercial source and simply mount the model in it and that would
be that. I knew a finished case would cost several hundred dollars but it seemed the expense in dollars would more than the
expense in time to make one myself. Was I ever wrong?!
The display case I had in mind was a simple structure consisting of a hardwood baseboard with a five-sided glass box
resting on top of it. The dimensions of the case were to be 26”
long x 8” wide x 22” tall. I also wanted to have a brass corner
molding on the vertical and top edges. I contacted several professional display case makers and only one was willing to work
with me, (I guess business must be good). We had all the specification details worked out then he quoted me a price.
The glass box with the baseboard was quoted as follows. $650
for the product and @ $800 shipping. Needless to say I was
more than a little surprised.
At this point I had to re-think my plan. After discussing
the problem with Irwin Schuster, he inspired me and gently
nudged me in the direction of making this a DIY project. He provided me with several ideas and off I went. I decided that I could
make the baseboard myself but needed a professional to make
All but these two LH
the glass box.
photos are by Charlie.
I located a local glass shop here in Venice who promised me
he could make a 1/8” thick glass box exactly to my specifications
for the cost of $60. He also promised the glass box would be so
well assembled that it could be stood upon without breaking.
Upon delivery, I discovered that the box was very weak and
very sloppily assembled and I did not accept delivery… Back
to square one. First I had to change my thinking from glass
to Plexiglas. I located a Plexiglas fabricator in Sarasota named
Delcraft Acrylics. Bob, the owner, told me that Delcraft is the primary supplier of Plexi display cases to the Ringling Museum in
Sarasota, and that was music to my ears. Bob knew exactly what
I was looking for and one week later delivered a 5-sided Plexi
box that was exactly to my specifications, perfectly square, and
perfectly constructed. The price was $280, which seems like a
lot of money but is only a fraction of the expense of a fully
completed case.”
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“The next step was to fabricate the baseboard. Being a
woodworker, I had the materials, tools and experience to
complete this phase myself. The raw material I used was
American Black Walnut. I had two beautiful walnut planks
purchased many years ago when I lived in New Hampshire.
The first step was to cut the baseboard to the exact size
of the glass box exterior dimensions for length and width.
This was easy because the Plexi box has perfect 90-degree
corners. Next, I cut the stock needed for the molding that
surrounds the bottom of the baseboard and servers to hold
the Plexi box in place. I added a round-over bead along
one edged of the molding stock. The beading gives the
baseboard character.
I then cut the molding pieces to the exact mitered
length to surround the baseboard. Cutting accurate
mitered corners to the exact length was a challenge and
to solve this problem I had to make a miter sled for the
table saw. That took some time but the results are worth
the effort. Each of the four mitered corners went together
cleanly with no gaps. At this point I put the finish on all
the wood stock. I first applied a single coat of Deft lacquer
sanding sealer and gently went over all the wood with
#320 sand paper. The final finish was Deft spray-on lacquer
in satin finish. I applied 5 light coats and after the final coat,
rubbed all down with #4/0 steel wool. The reason for applying the finish at this point was to allow for easy cleanup of
excess clue in the final glue-up phase.
To glue up the baseboard and moldings I made simple
gluing jig that allowed me securely and squarely attach
the moldings to the baseboard one piece at a time. For this
step I used Titebond III wood glue because it has a long set
time that allowed me to make small positioning adjustments. After setting a piece of molding to the edge of
the baseboard I used damp Q-tips and paper toweling to
remove the excess glue before it dried on the finished surfaces.
After all was said and done, the entire project from
start to completion took 2 months. Most of that time was
searching and then waiting for the glass box to be made
and delivered. Now that I know what I am doing, I would
definitely use this approach on my next model project.”

[And so, Fearless Reader, I’ll do you the math: $650. + 800. = $1450. – 280. = $1,170 which I will generously
split with Charlie seeing as how he made his own base, meaning he owes me only $585. which I why I so fiercely
hang on to my job here.]
Add’t’l. Sec/Ed’s Note: Acrylic is half the weight, safer in breakage and optically CLEARER then glass,
which sometimes imparts a green tint. But, scratching is a problem. As in your car windshield and museum
cases, there are all kinds of factory-applied coatings, for UV and scratch resistance, that come with shocking
price tags. There are lots of encasement solutions, and the subject of model cases is largely under-covered.
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Roman Barzana: “October’s meeting was a continuation for me, of the previous month when carving
and sculpting was part of the show and tell. Based on
the interest I decided to bring in the tools I normally
use to carve wood, wax and Magic Sculp. Showed the
bench pin and the lightweight jewelers saw both
from Knew Concepts whose website address is: knewconcepts.com, Herkules saw blades and Pegas saw
blades are very good; you can find Pegas at Woodcraft
in Clearwater off Roosevelt Rd. and Herkules from Knew
Concepts and other venues online.
Secondly, I brought in the Micro Motor hand piece
from RAM Industries the image shows the complete
set up Microlab 450 the setup is not cheap coming in
at around $250.00 but it is well worth it for the application. I purchased mine from: handpiecesolutions.com
Many of my small tools and burrs from a company
in Tampa doing business as B&D Wholesalers located
at 4427 W. Kennedy Blvd. Suite 125 Tampa, FL 33609,
their website is: bdwholesalejewelry.com These folks
are very pleasant and helpful they are open to all and
have most jewelers tools you would need for small
work.
Flat handle scalpel with #11 surgical blades: Swan
Morton makes good ones and they are much cheaper
than hobby knives. 100 blades normally run between
$18.99 and $24.99 sometimes on eBay for under
$12.00. Keep in mind handle is sold separately and a
nice one goes for around $12.00 to $16.00
We spoke of Boxwood (Buxus Sempervirens) and
other species for miniature carving. Irwin mentioned
the importance of a product that has little to no
directional grain to carve miniatures and I second his
remarks.
The use of refined linseed oil as well as safflower
oil… These can be obtained from most artist supply
houses, Michael’s, Blick Art, etc. Gambin, Windsor & Newton
are some of the brands these are available from, and
will require a very small artist brush to apply. Excess oil
may be wiped off with a paper towel. These products
restore the wood and seal the pores.
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These two photos by Roman.
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Skipper Sobieralski on Trumpeter battleship Mikasa:
This is the Japanese pre-Dreadnought battleship Mikasa
in 1/200 scale. The model is a plastic kit from Trumpeter
released through their subsidiary HobbyBoss. The Mikasa,
named for a mountain in Japan, was designed and built
in Britain by Vickers, Ltd. at their shipyard in Barrowin-Furness. There is, to this day, a section of Barrow-inFurness called Vickerstown with a Mikasa Street.
The ship’s keel was laid in January,1899, launched
in November,1900 and commissioned into the Imperial
Japanese Navy in March, 1902. As built she was armed
with four 12” guns in two twin turrets, 14 single 6” guns,
20 single 3” guns, 12 single 3 pounder guns and 4 underwater torpedo tubes. In 1902 the American society of
Naval Engineers declared her to be “the finest battleship
in the world.”
The model shows her as built in 1902 with an
Edwardian style paint scheme of black hull, lower masts,
ventilators and funnels, light gray upper works and buff
upper masts. Each funnel carried three white stripes as a
recognition measure. For most of her career, however, she
was painted gray overall.
The ship saw combat in the Russo-Japanese War,
including the Battle of Port Arthur in 1904 and was
Admiral Togo’s flagship at the Battle of Tsushima when the
Russian fleet was comprehensively defeated after making an epically hapless voyage halfway around the world
from the Baltic Sea. Within days of the end of the war
the Mikasa sank at her moorings from an internal magazine explosion. She was raised and put back into service,
served on coastal defense patrols in WWI and was finally
decommissioned in 1923. She was then encased in concrete as a museum ship in Yokosuka.
After WWII, she fell into disrepair, had most of her
superstructure stripped off and was used as a night club
and aquarium. In the mid-1950s support arose for her
restoration as a museum ship, which was encouraged by
Admiral Chester Nimitz. She was re-opened as a museum
ship in 1961, and in 2009 was repainted by the crew of the
USS Nimitz. She is the only remaining pre-Dreadnought
battleship.
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Tim on a friend’s antique inclinometer:
“I brought in an Italian inclinometer a
friend asked me to restore. He served on a
river boat in Vietnam and then on a 600+
foot ship in the Mediterranean initializing
some of the very first GPS satellites. He
“acquired” the inclinometer in Italy.
I finally decided to completely take it apart
to clean and restore it. There were no other
markings on the brass device other than
the small one on the front. When I refinish
the mahogany case I will use a secret method to age it much like was evidently used
on me.”

This photo by Tim.
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Ed Brut on guns and pirates:
THE CONTINUING “TALE OF THE GUN”
“Shown is a rerun of my old completed
24 lb fort gun with all its dressings and
two kits, one is new to my collection:
No. 51 is a 12 lb British ship broadside
cannon with gun port deck, gunnel and
shutter similar to the fort gun. The other
kit is a 32 lb cannon, which I plan to do
what the admiralty would not allow on
a military ship but on a ship flagged
with the Jolly Rodger, rules don’t count.
A Stars TV series called Black Sails,
about Pirates in Nassau, inspired me to
create a scene from the final episode,
showing the deck of a pirates’ ship with
her broadside guns tied and stowed
parallel to their ports. I could find no
information on this type of stowing of
carriage-mounted guns in the records of
warships of this era. Using a scene-capture program, I copied the frame from
the DVD and it will serve as my plans.
Pirates don’t need no stinking rules.
This type of stowage would
make it very difficult for a gun
crew to bring a cannon quickly
to bear on the enemy. But most
pirate engagements were not
taking on the Royal Navy.
I did find a reference to the
stowing parallel to the gunnel of front pivot mounted
Cannonade in the early Royal
Navy. This could be done as
the mounting allowed the gun
pivot point to be moved and
the gun rotated to the stowed
position at the gunnel.”
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Byron Rosenbaum was an accomplished scratch modeler and quite fearless.
Only five years ago he took on this forced perspective of the Golden Gate bridge,
painting, not San Francisco, but a NY skyline he was more familiar with.

Byron continued to build, to the best of his ability, into his final year.
Jeanette, lower left, was a boat he owned, and sailed with his family. Byron sent all of these photos.
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Ed Brut on the IPMS Orlando Model
show of Oct. 18th through the 20th.
“The show was well rounded with a good
vendor room and a nice well-lit venue. The
ship categories were nicely full with about
20 ships of all types. Submarines were the
only noticeable absence. Pictures shown
are of several steel navy, civilian and sailing
ship types.”
Photos by Ed.

MORE
Making the Case:
If you are only looking
for protection, there are
simple techniques. B uses
stock melamine shelves
top and bottom with
acrylic panels attached.
F is planks. Wood rope
trim or mitered BigBox
moldings as in A, C, D &
I are fancier. G & H use
only planks as locators for
acrylic or glass boxes, as
is, or trimmed with strip
wood or brass, relying on
the unbelievable variety
of adhesives to hide those
all-to-visible corners. Glass
really is cheapest and easiest to maintain! [Sec/Ed]

E
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A

B

C

D

These shelves are
produced in wood
grains for a more
traditional look.

F

When drilling
acrylic the secret is
lubrication. Almost
anything works, but
dish soap is easy to
find.

G

H

I

Take your glass dimensions to Ace or a professional glass and mirror shop to have it cut. You can glue it up yourself. Stack the sides on the top (open side up). Lots of tape.

E
R
O
M
&
Curtis Miller urges you to search out
the subject covered in this YouTube(?)
video. Note the “YOUTU . BE” below.
Anyway, toward the end, it demos how
to model cannon fire.
Hey, Ed.... have a blast!
https://youtu.be/DM2kYhBGkOU
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Some may not be aware of the reach of our org.
We have a loyal member in Washington state, who writes:
“The September TBSMS newsletter ended with a photo
of a massively rigged ship (13 masts, 146 sails, and 1 propeller) provided by Ed Brut. I’m wondering who built it
and what name (perhaps GARGANTUAN) and homeport
graces the stern, and where it resides... and wondering if
an in-a-bottle version is being created.”
– Mike Graff (Kirkland, WA)

<<GOLD LEAFING >>

Final Note: Did any member or other recipient of this fine
publication ask me about gold-leafing?
If so, please ask again. It is an art that I have meant to try and
so, took Art’s materials. Happy to share if you have an application.
[Sec/Ed]

THIS SPOT for SELLING!

Got something you don’t need or want?
Or, something you need or want?
Tell me about it and I’ll put it here.
A fellow in GA wants to sell an RC, SMS Komet (Deans Marine), about 90% done. 4’. Plans included.
Missing five life boats available from Dean’s Marine. Builder can bring to Tampa January 14. Original cost
about $1500. Will consider any offer. caplack@msn.com Joe Lackner 706-835-2988

This is where a caption would normally be placed.
“While looking through a collection of photos of real ships I came across images of the Italian training ship
Amerigo Vespucci. Seems to me that Ed Brut’s “extraordinary sail carrier” hull is strikingly similar to that of
the Amerigo Vespucci... significantly lengthened between the fo’csle and poop decks, but sufficiently similar
to have been patterned after the Amerigo Vespucci. Similar paint job as well. See the attached image for
comparison. Where does the “extraordinary sail carrier” model reside? Venice, perhaps?” – Mike Graff

